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What’s in this talk

• Context - Design Informatics, 
Prototyping Digital 
Infrastructures

• Context - a bit about myself

• Making blockchains tangible

• GeoCoin

• GeoPact - Smart Contracts in 
Action

• Challenges for Public Services



Data driven innovation is transforming society and the economy. 
In the Centre for Design Informatics, we design systems for 
better human data interaction, in diverse settings such as health, 
culture, mobility and finance. We explore design from, with, and by 
data: the central concern is the design of flows of data which 
sustain and enhance human values. Relevant technologies range 
from the internet of things, through blockchains, to robotics, 
speech recognition, data visualisation, interaction design, and 
social computing.



Larissa Pschetz / Gigbliss - autonomous devices negotiating for energy



Louis Souza / Blockchain Breakfast - manifesting crypto architectures



Bettina Nissen / Trustball - delegating decisions about data sharing



Mark Williams - Quantified Body Language 





“We explore design from, with, 
and by data: the central concern is 
the design of flows of data which 
sustain and enhance human values.” 

Photo - Ihnatowitz’s Senster - early cybernetic artwork



me: Human-Algorithm 
Interaction
How do people interact with 
algorithms?

(all the messy bits between 
people and technology)





Social Machines

N. Shadbolt, D. Smith, E. Simperl, M. Van Kleek, Y. Yang, and W. Hall, “Towards a classification framework for 
social machines,” in SOCM2013: The Theory and Practice of Social Machines, 2013.

Large scale coordination 
for communities



Human-machine 
inter-agencies

Murray-Rust, Dave, and Rocio von Jungenfeld. "Thinking through robotic imaginaries." Research Through 
Design, 2017.



• Products in the wild

• Understanding interactions 
with people

• Use based design

Burnett, D., Thorp, J., Richards, D., Gorkovenko, K. and Murray-Rust, D., “Digital twins as a resource for design 
research”. In Proceedings of the 8th ACM International Symposium on Pervasive Displays (p. 37). ACM.



Chatty Factories - continuous digital ethnography





Pro-Social Deception
In the networked society, 
you never know the 
context you’re speaking 
in.

Polite ‘white lies’ become 
difficult.

Can algorithms help?
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Van Kleek, M., Murray-Rust, D., Guy, A., O'Hara, K., & Shadbolt, N. "Computationally mediated pro-social 
deception." Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2016.





Van Kleek, M., Murray-Rust, D., Guy, A., O'Hara, K., & Shadbolt, N. "Computationally mediated pro-social 
deception." Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2016.
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Van Kleek, M., Murray-Rust, D., Guy, A., O'Hara, K., & Shadbolt, N. "Computationally mediated pro-social 
deception." Proceedings of the 2016 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2016.

lieCal
Findings
- people are very happy to lie 
to Facebook
- scared of having a history 
of lies
- deception by default- create 
many deceptive outputs, only 
tell the truth when explicitly 
told



Acceptability of Digital Phenotyping

“I don’t care if you know about 
my battery”

How do we understand the 
acceptability of large scale data 
collection?

• How do people feel about the technology?
• How burdensome is it?
• Is it ethical?
• Do people understand what the technology 

does?
• What do people have to give up to work with 

the technology?
• Do they think the technology works? Can 

people make use of it?
• Theoretical Framework for Acceptability

Rooksby, John, Alistair Morrison, and Dave Murray-Rust. "Student Perspectives on Digital Phenotyping: The Acceptability of 
Using Smartphone Data to Assess Mental Health." Proceedings of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems. ACM, 2019.



Blockchain?

Dodgy stock photo from https://pixabay.com/illustrations/blockchain-cryptography-bitcoin-3944194/ 

https://pixabay.com/illustrations/blockchain-cryptography-bitcoin-3944194/


(free download: https://torquetorque.net/wp-content/uploads/ArtistsReThinkingTheBlockchain.pdf)

https://torquetorque.net/wp-content/uploads/ArtistsReThinkingTheBlockchain.pdf


https://finbook.co.uk 

https://finbook.co.uk


www.pwc.com/us/en/technology-forecast/blockchain/digital-business.html





Pizza 
Block

Jonathan Rankin + Chris Elsden  
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BitBarrista - Larissa Pschetz, Ella Tallyn, Rory Gianni, Chris Speed

Pschetz, Larissa, Ella Tallyn, Rory Gianni, and Chris Speed. "Bitbarista: Exploring perceptions of data transactions in the 
internet of things." In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, pp. 
2964-2975. ACM, 2017.



BitBarrista



Tallyn, E., Pschetz, L., Gianni, R., Speed, C., & Elsden, C. (2018). “Exploring Machine Autonomy and Provenance Data in 
Coffee Consumption: A Field Study of Bitbarista”. Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, 2(CSCW), 
170



Tallyn, E., Pschetz, L., Gianni, R., Speed, C., & Elsden, C. (2018). “Exploring Machine Autonomy and Provenance Data in 
Coffee Consumption: A Field Study of Bitbarista”. Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, 2(CSCW), 
170



Workshop 1 - 
Block Exchange

Understanding 
blockchains as a way to 
exchange value

- Setup, Exchanges
- Transactions
- Extended Values

http://blockexchange.designinformatics.org/

http://blockexchange.designinformatics.org/


Mining and recording transactions

Workshop 1 - 
Block Exchange

Understanding 
blockchains as a way to 
exchange value

- Setup, Exchanges
- Transactions
- Extended Values



Type a quote here. 

Workshop 1 - 
Block Exchange

Understanding 
blockchains as a way to 
exchange value

- Setup, Exchanges
- Transactions
- Extended Values



Workshop 2 - GeoCoin
Exploring location in the 
blockchain
- Warm up (BlockExchange)
- Guided Experience
- Ideation
- Prototyping

- Credit zones (green) give you money
- Debit zones (red) take money away
- Prizes (black) give money to the first 
person who reaches them

Nissen, Bettina, Pschetz, Larissa, Murray-Rust, Dave, Mehrpouya, Hadi, 
Oosthuizen, Shaune and Chris Speed. “GeoCoin: Supporting Ideation and 
Collaborative Design with Smart Contracts" In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI 
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,  ACM, 2017.



Findings
- infrastructure matters, new 
phones work faster
- blockchain transaction 
delays are very visible
- need road safety briefings 
for real-world games
- leave space for stories - 
what do the zones represent?



Workshop 2 - GeoCoin
Exploring location in the 
blockchain
- Warm up (BlockExchange)
- Guided Experience
- Ideation
- Prototyping

Nissen, Bettina, Pschetz, Larissa, Murray-Rust, Dave, Mehrpouya, Hadi, 
Oosthuizen, Shaune and Chris Speed. “GeoCoin: Supporting Ideation and 
Collaborative Design with Smart Contracts" In Proceedings of the 2017 CHI 
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems,  ACM, 2017.





HandFastr - short term marriages on the blockchain. 
In collaboration with James Stewart, Max Dovey & Corina Angheloiu. 

Video www.vimeo.com/163565402. 

http://www.vimeo.com/163565402


Findings
- prototyping is really 
important
- being ‘just real enough’
- blockchain gives a space to 
rethink how things are



Location Based Smart 
Contracts

Create agreements about things, place and space



What is a smart contract?

• A way to make an agreement?

• A distributed program?

• A new way to structure society?



What is a smart contract?

• Digital promises and conditions

• Code that 'does things’ - self executing, defined actions in 
response to conditions

• What's special? Security, trust, identity, distribution, certainty 
(and money).

• What do they look like?

• if ( some condition ) then ( some action )



What is a smart contract?

if ( some condition ) then ( some action )

Lots of work here - 
payments, change of 

ownership etc.

Less work here 
(outside of the blockchain)



Examples (with a transport bias)

• if( Liverpool win the football ) then ( I pay you £5 ) otherwise 
( you pay me £2 )

• if( the train is a bit late ) then ( partial refund )

• if( the train is very late ) then ( full refund )

• if( 10 active journeys ) then ( free bike service )

• if( I leave my car here ) then ( release a bike for 2 hours )

• if( I drive through here ) then ( charge me £2 )



Smart contracts and the world

• Smart contracts work very well for ‘on chain’ events - 
transactions, messages etc.

• Connecting to the physical world is difficult - unreliable 
information, multiple points of entry

• Location is a good example of this - important, fundamental, 
hard to do well



What's important to people about location?

• Values - scarcity, memory/history, comfort, territory

• Types: physical places, co-location, located event - temporal, 
types of place, hard/soft boundaries

• Consequences: registration, class attendance

• What does it take to be there? Effort, permission, transport

• Surveillance: who checks ID, who checks location, who knows?



Location Cards: Bettina Nissen + Ella Tallyn



Use Cases - active travel
• GeoLockBox: location aware lockable bike basket - if you want to 

deliver a parcel near my home, make a contract with my bike lockbox 
and pop it in while I'm at work!

• Participatory Infrastructure: the City Council offers a smart contract - if 
we can show that several people in the building cycle, and are prepared 
to contribute, they will pay half of a bike rack in front of the building.

• Bike Bus: taking kids to school in a train, with a cyclist at the front and 
back - the "drivers" have to be close to all the kids, and get them to 
school on time.

• Care Workers move from house to house. They have to phone in when 
they get there to prove location. When the system goes wrong, they 
have no recourse - need a bottom up system to prove their location 
(easily!)







System Overview

• Location Verification System

• Location “Predicates” - building 
blocks

• Smart Contract Library

• Off-chain server for matching and 
connecting
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Location Predicates
• Key ways to look at location

• A person is in a place

• Any person is in a place - e.g. race, 
treasure hunt

• Two people are in the same place 
(wherever it is) - privacy preserving

• Can become true at some point

• Can have constraints about time, 
how close, who and what is involved
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Smart Contract Library
• If (…) then (…)

• if( p_colocated( Dave, Courier ) ) then 
action( open_box )

• Checks predicates against evidence - 
verified locations fed into the contract

• Checking evidence is on chain and 
publicly visible

• (but only shows the locations actually 
necessary)

• Has Events for all the things you need 
to work with predicates
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Location Server

• Connects between the blockchain 
and the rest of the world (e.g. IoT 
Infrastructure)

• Listens to Location Based Smart 
Contracts - what predicates are 
they interested in?

• Tries to find location updates 
from the network that satisfy the 
predicates, and pass them in to 
the contract (computationally 
expensive!)
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Location Aware Infrastructure

• Mobile devices that use GPS, Bluetooth 
Proximity and triangulation to send 
location updates

• Network can help verify (e.g. LoRaWAN 
can triangulate messages)

• Can send messages back to objects to do 
something in response to Smart 
Contracts
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GeoPact LockBox - Revans, Morgan, Tallyn, Murray-Rust



Object exchanges with GeoPact Boxes



GeoPact Scooter Box





Participatory workshop with GeoPact







Demo Scenario
• Courier assembling a car - being paid to collect all of the parts for a third party

• Explore different kinds of location based security



Collect the tires
Tires are relatively low value

When the courier is in the right place, their 
box opens, and they load the tires in

Then verify using the button that they have 
made the collection



Collect the chassis
The chassis is higher value - stored in a locked, 
automated facility

When the courier is in the right place, the smart 
store opens, and they can load in the chassis

(Then verify using the button that they have made 
the collection)



Collect the engine
The engine is high value and sensitive - managed handover

When the courier is in the right place, and so is the 
engine supervisor, both boxes open

After the switch, both verify before moving on

















Possibly the youngest person ever to participate in a smart contract



Current State
- demo works very nicely
- just using Bluetooth proximity

Findings
- scenarios really help to make 
sense of the technology
- what happens when it goes 
wrong?

Next Steps
- take it outside with GPS + 
LoRaWAN
- bring phones into the network
- make it easy for people to 
write smart contracts



Findings

- working with publics is a crucial challenge for blockchain systems 

- contextualisation is crucial - same contract + different story = feels different

- imaginaries - how to people conceive of things?

- degree of reality is very important

- what happens when things go wrong?

- decentralisation promises democratisation, but democratisation is not easy!

- blockchains let Things have wallets

- the world is messy!

- blockchain gives a space to rethink how things are (hype can be useful)



Thanks for listening
Dave Murray-Rust 

d.murray-rust@ed.ac.uk 
@davemurrayrust

https://www.designinformatics.org/research_project/biot/

mailto:d.murray-rust@ed.ac.uk

